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this will enable the live link plugin, which can be used to connect to external digital content creation
(dcc)tools. in order for your dcc tool to connect to ue4, you will need to enable the corresponding

plugin.in this how-to, we are establishing a connection with motionbuilder; however, you could connect
to maya or your own tool (provided that tool has an exposed source to live link). the properties

documented in the fbcamera class reference reflect the properties available through the motionbuilder
user interface. these properties should be modified from their fbproperty.data field, as illustrated in

the following code sample where we modify the camera's motion blur properties. for more information
on properties, see fbproperty - object properties. which contains the plugin's version number and

some metadata entries. i then went back and tried my best to trace a user-specific folder for
motionbuilder 2013. after a lot of scrolling through the processes, i found a folder like you may also be

using scripts that come with the motionbuilder sdk that do a lot of the heavy lifting for you. for
instance, you might have a script that takes in a bunch of keyframes and builds a motion path for you,
a script that maps between a motion path and a skeletal hierarchy, or a script that helps you build a
very specific rig that you can use to animate it. you'll probably end up building one or more of these.

how you go about doing that depends on what you're trying to do. if you're trying to animate
something you've made in a modeling application, you may need to run the modeling application and

export the animation data. for instance, you might have a modeling application that creates a
character rig, a character rig that has a series of keyframes, and a set of animations. you can probably
import the character rig and the animations into motionbuilder, and you can probably export them as
a .mbs script. this script will contain a bunch of keyframes and something that's probably called an

animation set. what's an animation set? if you're interested in that, look it up online, it's a thing.
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